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Dear fellow members, look into the eyes of the 

two young wolves caught by a trail camera  in 

the Castel di Guido in Rome. Doing so may bring a 

number of matters to mind.

Eighteen years have passed since, with the agreement 

of the city of Rome, we created the protected area 

of Castel di Guido. It is a rich habitat for migrating 

birds, such as the Black Kite, swallows and both 

the Red-backed and Woodchat Shrike. It has been a 

tough job, at times frustrated by bureaucracy. Our 

partners have had ups and downs as they struggled 

to protect this precious home of biodiversity. Today, 

their efforts have been rewarded by the return of the 

most fascinating of Italian carnivores. Once again on 

the outskirts of Rome, a land of wild grassland and 

organic crops, where wild boar live, the wolf – that 

symbol of strength and loyalty – is back, having 

disappeared a century ago, the victim of poaching and 

persecution. This is an exciting victory for LIPU, and 

a real achievement for us.

We must defend the beautiful wolf against prejudice 

and the unhealthy desire to shoot. The news is full of 

wolves being killed on the roads and by poachers. On 

the other hand, the knowledge that cubs are growing 

up in our reserve, cared for and protected, fills us 

with confidence that there is a future for wildlife.

There is a great need to counter and change 

traditional negative attitudes, and not only with 

regard to the wolf. We need to take action in other 

areas, such as the recent release of around 300 larks, 

 There is Hope for Nature

From the 

President of 

LIPU

Fulvio Mamone
Capria

An emotive subject - wolf cubs born 

on the LIPU Oasis of Castel di Guido 

near Rome

Ptarmigan, see p 13. 

Photo © Alessandro Rossini 

The cover photo is a Short-eared Owl, in winter, by Michele Mendi, 

LIPU Delegate for Parma
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which were destined to act as living decoys. We 

need to engage with the plight of the ptarmigan. 

Climate change is relentless and affects this, and 

other, species.  The ptarmigan is still hunted in some 

Italian regions, and LIPU is working hard to extend 

measures that will protect it.

We now have to be more aware of climate change, 

droughts, fires and floods. We need to manage 

correctly areas at risk of flooding, take care of river 

beds, and prevent woodland fires. The State and the 

regions must concentrate their efforts, but must not 

use methods that – as was the case with the floods 

in Livorno – appear to deliver results, but in fact are 

damaging to the environment and dangerous for the 

population.

This edition of Ali is filled with anticipation as 

Christmas approaches. The wonderful photographs, 

including those of Michele Mendi, capture the 

great heart of LIPU. Don’t forget to go out and 

find the nearest place to buy our organic produce, 

which benefits wildlife. Don’t forget to renew your 

membership! Your loyalty means everything to us 

– for LIPU, every member counts.

The year 2017 closes on a note of extraordinary 

success for us. We have more members, more 

projects, and more action on behalf of birds. And 

2018? It will contain more beauty and richness thanks 

to the work of LIPU and to your great love of the 

Hoopoe.

A CHRISTMAS TALE

by Danilo Selvaggi, Director General, LIPU

On Christmas Day 1900, in the United States, 

something special happened. Respecting 

a long-established tradition, on the morning of 

25 December – especially in the east coast states 

– people went out to hunt. The men would go out, 

often in the snow, sometimes accompanied by their 

children, and would shoot birds and other animals. 

At home, meanwhile, the women would tend the 

stove and put the finishing touches to lunch, maybe 

even adding – at the last moment – the game brought 

back by their husbands.

The Christmas ‘side hunt’ (as this tradition was 

referred to) was not only a bit of simple hunting 

‘fun’, but also a test of ability – a test won by whoever 

brought back to the judges the greatest number of 

bird and animal skins from the various species shot 

during the morning.

On this first Christmas of the new millennium, 

however, everything changed.

Here’s How It Happened

Frank Chapman, an ornithologist from the newly 

created Audubon Society (the American cousin of 

LIPU), worried by the decline of many species of 

bird, and by their slaughter, which continued even 

on Christmas Day, had proposed an alternative: 

to transform these Christmas hunting drives into 

peaceful events. Participants were to swap their 

guns for notebooks and binoculars.  Rather than 

killing  birds they were to record them. Mighty oaks 
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from tiny acorns grow. Just 27 birdwatchers joined 

Chapman that year, but they managed to organise 25 

outings in places from Cambridge, Massachusetts to 

Norwalk, Connecticut, from Engelwood, New Jersey 

to Illinois, and in Ohio, Louisiana, California, and 

Toronto (Canada). Even Central Park, in the heart of 

Manhattan, had its own Christmas birdwatch event.

And so the Christmas bird count was born. Having 

expanded over the intervening years, today the 

event takes to the outdoors from 14 November 

to 5 January each year. And tens of thousands of 

American birdwatchers eager to take part in the 

count thus contribute to the protection of nature. 

On that first Christmas, some 18,500 birds were 

recorded, belonging to 89 different species. Like in 

one of those stories by Charles Dickens, in which 

things change for the better, a sense of peace was 

weaving its way through the trees and the snow. The 

new tradition was already forcing out the old.

The Plumage League

England – the end of the 1800s. They were called 

aigrettes: ladies’ hats decked out with bird feathers, 

particularly those of herons. The ladies loved them 

and they sold like hot cakes. They were the absolute 

height of fashion and a much-appreciated gift during 

the festive season. However, to 

obtain enough feathers to satisfy the 

growing demand it was necessary 

to kill ever more birds. The 

result was a veritable massacre 

of herons, egrets and birds of 

paradise, in particular in Asia. In 1800, 

a single business in central London 

placed orders for 6,000 feathers of various birds of 

paradise, 40,000 hummingbird feathers and 360,000 

feathers of various species from the East Indies. 

The first protests were raised by ordinary people 

and by the scientific community, thanks to growing 

pro-animal feeling and to growing awareness of the 

disastrous repercussions of this fashion in ladies’ hats 

on wildlife.

And so, in 1889, in Manchester, a lady named Emily 

Williamson founded the Plumage League, a small 

association with a gigantic task: to put an end to this 

fashion in hats and so end the massacre. In other 

words, to change a very widespread custom. Soon 

Williamson was joined by Eliza Phillips, who had 

herself founded the Fur and Feather League. It was 

from this union that the RSPB was born, a society 

that attracted ornithologists, scientists and English 

aristocrats – among them the then Duke of Portland 

– as members. A further 30 years of struggle, of failed 

initiatives and of frustrations were required. And yet, 

on 1 April 1921, Emily Williamson’s objectives were 

met: the British parliament passed a law forbidding 

the importation of bird plumage, and the fashion for 

hats decked out with Aigrettes, finally, had had its 

day.

‘You won’t get any further’

Combatting the use of violence against birds was also 

the reason – a little before Christmas 1965 – for the 

birth of LIPU. The ‘League Against the Destruction 

of Birds’ (our original title) was the realisation of 

the dream of a humanist, naturalist and Neapolitan 

philosopher by the name of Giorgio Punzo, whose 

wish was that one day the final word should be 
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written in the chapter of a destructive tradition: the 

shooting of migrating birds on their arrival in Italy 

(the springtime hunting of the so-called maristi); 

the long hunting season, which lasted almost a year; 

and most of all bird trapping, the capture of birds 

in nets, which condemned – and still condemns 

– birds to a horrible existence as live lures. In those 

years there were two million hunters. Their attitudes 

were preponderant. Hunting was a normal pastime, 

an everyday language. Only someone who had the 

ability to see beyond, into the future, could have been 

able to see into the violence of this mindset and the 

dangers it posed for nature. 

The first result was achieved on 2 August 1967 with 

the passing of law 799. The law forbade springtime 

hunting and greatly reduced bird trapping. However, 

because of some very devious political manoeuvring, 

that law only came into force two years later. 

‘You won’t get any further’, the director of a hunting 

association had declared at the time. ‘Bird trapping 

is an ancient tradition that you will never suppress.’ 

And, indeed, the law was reviewed and bird trapping 

permitted once more. The wind of change, however, 

could not be stopped. Other laws would be needed 

– a case brought to the European courts for non-

compliance, and, finally, the great petition driven by 

LIPU in 2014 and 2015 – but in the end the goal was 

reached. For three years now, wild birds are no longer 

captured on Italian territory for use as live lures. What 

is more, for ten years the country has not allowed any 

special permission to hunt small birds protected by 

law, which has put an end to ‘brochettes and polenta’ 

in the restaurants of the northern valleys. Today, there 

are 500,000 hunters – perhaps fewer.

Violent traditions in decline or brought to an end. 

The inexorable work of an enlightened heritage 

(slow, thought-out and forward-looking work) that 

transforms history, gives it a better sense of itself, and 

demonstrates that – with effort, and together – we 

can do it. And how. 

Knowledge – A New Rite of Passage

It is no coincidence that the battles against ‘The 

Christmas Day Hunt’, a male tradition, and against 

the use of egret plumes in hats, a female fashion, 

were carried out, respectively, by men and by 

women.

The Plumage League was initially composed only of 

women, and was first and foremost a way in which 

women spoke for themselves in order to reject a 

mode of dress imposed on them without regard 

for its moral and environmental consequences and 

paying no heed to real knowledge. What was the 

true price of these hats? One could still be beautiful, 

fashionable and elegant, these women said, without 

recourse to plumed hats. And what was more, one 

could do so in a style that showed true modernity 

and greater awareness by not damaging nature.

The male sex was similarly represented by those 

ornithologists who demonstrated how to be ‘all-

American men’ without having to reach for the rifle, 

and without introducing their male offspring to the 

initiation rites of hunting – that is to say, to customs 

that had, for millennia, represented the principal rite 

of passage into adulthood: experience of weapons.

The lesson that issued from these campaigns was 

very like that which issued from LIPU’s battle for 
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small birds. That weapons and violence are no 

longer necessary to define who we are. We have 

other instruments, other means. So said Mauro 

Bonazzi, the philosopher and scholar of antiquity, in 

a recent article in which he summarised the history 

of initiations: ‘Our societies progressively substituted 

education for military training, having realised that 

there are other ways to benefit the community 

than with arms. Entry into adulthood and the 

experience of conflict are no longer synonymous. 

What is significant is looking after others along with 

intelligence and empathy’. 

So there we have it: knowledge – the new rite of 

passage. Knowledge that is, itself, a form of caring 

and therefore a great duty that comes with maturity. 

To attain adulthood is not a question of doing harm 

to another or to nature. What is needed is to know.

Myrtle and Death

And yet, these negative traditions are still all around 

us. While people in their homes are breathing a 

festive air, LIPU volunteers – with the support of 

LIPU-UK members – will be in Sardinia around 

Sulcis, on the tracks littered with traps for thrushes, 

Blackbirds, Robins, larks and other small migrants.

Why such dreadful and illegal traps? An article 

published in the Unione Sarda puts it this way: 

‘No Sardinian is about to give up the gurgle of 

gastronomic delight that come from their throats 

when the palate signals the presence of game meat 

flavoured with myrtle. Even at the price of a hundred 

euros for eight small birds. It is the lure of Is tacculas 

– thrushes boiled in salt water and laid on a bed of 

aromatic berries and leaves.’ 

The black market in ‘thrushes’ is alive and kicking. 

Barely thirty years ago, trapping was still not seen as 

an illegal practice but rather an authorised method of 

hunting; but around Capoterra above all, as well as in 

other parts of the island, illegal tradition now flouts 

the law on a daily basis. Poaching is widespread in 

the mountains (with hundreds of practitioners even 

today), while in the valleys, the countryside and in 

the towns, led by Cagliari , the illegal trade goes on 

in ‘winged creatures priced at their weight in gold’. 

‘Christmas isn’t Christmas without thrushes’, went 

one hunter’s blog. ‘Take everything away from me 

except for thrushes and myrtle.’

Explaining Nature

Basically, in traditional Sardinian culture, the fate of 

small migratory birds is to end up in the pot. Myrtle 

and mortality, savour and suffering. An idea that goes 

beyond mere cruelty (given the long agony of those 

creatures caught in lace traps), but embodies also the 

negation of insight, so great is the difference between 

the project of a small migrating bird and our self-

indulgent tastes, our insignificant grand ambitions.

But even here things are changing. 

Years of pressure from 

associations, and from LIPU 

meeting with children in schools, 

is working side by side with the 

forces of the law, and getting 

the message across to the press, 

local authorities and the population. Talk, explain, 

address the issues. Then people start to see the world 

differently, to become more open to the wonders of 

biodiversity.
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A Clear, Fog-Free Day

The great Charles Dickens gave great prominence to 

Christmas in his writing. For Dickens, as well as the 

essential religious component – that communion of 

hearth and home, and a happy and reunited family 

– Christmas was above all a metaphor for liberation. 

An opportunity to free oneself from the chains of 

the past, to throw off the bad old ways to which 

humanity, so often and without full knowledge, 

remains enslaved. In many cases these traditions are 

founded on violence, are born out of violence and 

beget violence. 

In A Christmas Carol, the most famous of his 

Christmas stories, Dickens tells the tale of Mr. 

Scrooge, a heartless man who detests others to 

the extent that he hates life itself. It comes to pass, 

however, that over an extraordinary night before 

Christmas, Scrooge comes to understand the cause 

of his own wickedness, the ill from which he suffers, 

and its effects, and the evil he has done to others. 

Scrooge, who believed that evil would be his destiny 

forever, saw how much life and happiness he had 

thrown away as a result of those twin evils, both 

the inflicted and the endured. What was it then for 

Scrooge if not a night of revelation, in which the light 

tore apart the fog of false belief and ushered his spirit 

towards a new peacefulness? A new year ahead of us, 

new opportunities. A new direction for our story to 

take, to be born and bloom again.

‘Running to the window, he opened it, and put 

out his head. No fog, no mist; clear, bright, jovial, 

stirring, cold; cold, piping for the blood to dance 

to; Golden sunlight; Heavenly sky; sweet fresh air; 

merry bells. Oh, glorious! Glorious!’ It does not 

seem too fanciful to imagine that in that clear sky 

there were little birds in flight. And it does not seem 

fanciful to imagine someone, just down the street, 

happy and a little bit bemused, looking upwards, 

wondering at them and keeping count, a turkey in his 

hand, on a Christmas morning.

* * *

FOCUS

by Marco Gustin, Head of Species and Research

A Spot in the Snow

The Alps are becoming less snow-covered due to 

climate change. This is a serious problem for the 

Ptarmigan, which camouflages against the snow to 

avoid predators, including man.

We must hurry to the summit or we will miss out. 

It is the end of November, and the snow has yet to 

arrive. The colours of the forest around us shade 

from bright red to orange. Across the alpine region of 

our peninsula, where Ptarmigan live atop the highest 

summits, everything will soon be wrapped in wintry 

ice.

Autumn is an important season for migratory birds 

in Europe. At this time of the year hundreds of 

thousands of birds cross the country from east to 

west. Tens of different species, above all passerines, 

each following its own biological calendar. On their 

long migration from countries to the east, they take 

advantage of the last berries and insects, of plump, 

well-fed larvae and of the additional camouflage 

offered by autumnal-coloured woods. By the end of 
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November the invasion will be over, but not all of 

the birds will have left. The ‘resident’ ones remain, 

above all the Ptarmigan.

Climate Changes

We have finally reached the summit and there she 

is. In fact there they are – a ‘band’ of five individuals 

looking like a family. They are not completely white 

yet, but their moulting appearance suggests that 

they will soon become so. Many species, like the 

Ptarmigan, prepare to winter on the high, nearly 

deserted mountains, equipped with a layer of fluffy 

and delicate white down. Evolution has prepared 

for them a singular survival strategy: camouflage. 

The deepening white snow represents not a threat, 

but the perfect backdrop to their gradually changing 

mantle. However, the snow is not as abundant as it 

used to be, and the species finds itself in a dangerous 

position; the Ptarmigan is in danger of disappearing 

from the Alps for good. Thankfully this is not true 

everywhere: the Ptarmigan 

has a disjointed breeding area, 

a result of the last glaciation, 

with separate populations in 

Scandinavia, Scotland, Iceland, 

Switzerland, and Austria.

But who is this killer that could wipe out the 

beautiful alpine Ptarmigan? The answer lies in 

climate changes – their slow build-up, and dramatic 

acceleration. The preferred habitat of Ptarmigan in 

their breeding season is grassland, which has moved 

higher and higher as the shrubs and larches encroach, 

something unthinkable only a few decades ago. 

However, the shift of the treeline up the slopes is 

forcing the Ptarmigan higher and higher as well. As 

we can imagine, there is a geographical limit to this 

shrinking area: beyond lies only the abyss, and the 

nightmare of disappearance.

There is also another reason why the Ptarmigan 

is vulnerable to climate change. A winter without 

snow leaves the species exposed to predators, since 

its change in colour is programmed biologically and 

is not linked to weather conditions. These predators 

find it far too easy to spot a white bird moving 

amongst rocks, and grasses turned yellow by the sun.

Hunting

You would think that the environmental problems 

caused by climate change and an increasing average 

temperature would require the total protection of 

this species. Unfortunately this is not the case. In 

Italy, Ptarmigan can be hunted from 1 October to 

30 November, and this situation will do anything 

but help reverse its decline. With the exception 

of the Region of Piedmont and the Province of 

Trento, hunting is still legal in all the autonomous 

regions and provinces of the alpine range (Valle 

d’Aosta, Lombardy, Bolzano, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, 

and Veneto), and so – in an attempt to stop the 

decline – LIPU is launching a campaign to have the 

Ptarmigan removed from the list of species that can 

be hunted. With the recent publication of Birds in 

Europe (European birds of conservation concern: 

Populations trends and national responsibilities), 

Birdlife International has raised growing concern for 

the Ptarmigan at a European level, and the bird is 

now classified as ‘Spec 3’ (species in decline, but not 

concentrated in Europe), whereas only a few years 

ago in 2004 (the previous edition of Birds in Europe) 

the species was considered secure.
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The situation looks no better at the national level. 

Both its conservation status (bad) and its Red List 

category (vulnerable) confirm the predicament  of 

this species.

More details will be presented at a conference that 

LIPU will dedicate to climate change and that takes 

place in Trento during February 2018. There, we 

will present our recent work, which focuses on a 

predictive model and covers three different periods: 

the short term (2010 39), the medium term (2040 69) 

and the long term (2070 99). Models of the increase 

in treeline altitude over the whole Alpine arc show a 

dramatic collapse of grassland habitat, resulting in an 

estimated long-term loss of up to 50 percent.

On top of the mountain, it begins to snow. The 

surroundings take on a blurred appearance. Perhaps 

our dear Ptarmigan will manage to survive another 

year. And then?

From Grey to White

The summer plumage of the Ptarmigan is grey–

brown, with pale streaks, while the autumn plumage 

changes gradually, becoming pure white by the 

middle of November. When the winter livery is 

complete, the only way to spot a Ptarmigan in the 

snow is by its tail feathers, black for both sexes, and a 

faint black stripe running from the beak past the eye, 

a stripe only present in the male. Of all the alpine 

grouse species the Ptarmigan lives at the highest 

altitude, inhabiting rocky and impregnable areas 

above 2,000 metres. In this stony alpine grassland, it 

takes skilful advantage of its camouflage abilities   its 

only defence against the sharp eyes of predators.

Hare Foot

The diet of an adult Ptarmigan is entirely vegetarian, 

while the young also feed on insects and spiders. In 

winter, this frugal bird is content with a little grass 

and a few leaves from the dwarf bushes hidden under 

the snow. The Ptarmigan, whose scientific name 

lagopus means ‘hare foot’ is the only grouse species 

which has a complete annual double-change of 

plumage

Given the special features of the Ptarmigan, it would 

be natural to call it the queen of the high mountains. 

In autumn and winter, they generally live in loose 

flocks, but divide during the breeding season into 

nesting areas that are defended from intruders 

by the male. Pairs are monogamous. In June, the 

female, alone, lays a clutch of five-to-eight eggs, 

sometimes up to a dozen, in a nest scraped roughly 

from a hollow in the ground. Still alone, the female 

looks after the nest and the brood. After the eggs 

hatch, the chicks follow the mother out of the nest, 

and are capable of short flights just a few weeks 

later. Predation and climatic conditions, frequently 

adverse, lead to a survival rate of less than 50 percent 

of chicks.

* * *

URBAN WOLVES

In the Castel di Guido Reserve, a stone’s throw 

from Rome, a pair of wolves have produced a 

litter. An exceptional event not seen for more than 

a century. LIPU is working to reduce any potential 

conflicts and to promote acceptance of this magnifi-

cent, exceptionally useful animal
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Look at the photo inside the front cover. In the 

morning light of a peaceful and silent summer 

morning, two wolf cubs are walking through the 

LIPUreserve of Castel di Guido, at the gates of 

Rome. A trail camera records them. Looking into 

the lens, the cubs seem almost aware of what is 

happening. A few seconds break and they’re off, 

resuming their trip, discovering the world.

In the Beginning Was Romulus, the Solitary 

Wolf

The story begins in June 2013, when thanks to a 

trail camera installed for environmental surveillance, 

an individual wolf was captured on film for the 

first, unforgettable, time. A solitary wolf at Castel 

di Guido. The discovery excited us and propelled 

us into immediate action. A team of students and 

voluntary researchers from LIPU, armed with 

genetic analysis, found it to be an adult male. How 

could we resist the temptation to call him Romulus? 

The first wolf observed inside the city of Rome in 

such a long time could 

only bear the name 

of the first king of the 

Eternal City – with the 

hope that he would remain 

in the reserve for a long 

time.

Numa, the Second Wolf

But in the autumn of the same year, there was no 

trace of Romulus. He had disappeared. Shot and 

killed? Moved away of his own accord? Perhaps we’ll 

never know. We had withheld the news of Romulus’s 

presence in the LIPU reserve, fearing that it could 

provoke fear or simply attract criminal elements. 

After having reflected on the best, and – in fact – the 

opposite, strategy, we talked about his presence, 

announcing the news. Information as protection, 

a dissuasive element. Some months passed, and 

then the following summer a second male arrived. 

Continuing the story, we called him Numa, like the 

second king of Rome. In the territory of Castel di 

Guido, Numa found everything that a wolf needs: 

refuge, woods, prey (mainly wild boar) and water. A 

perfect, hospitable environment that convinced him 

to establish himself here permanently. A wolf under 

a sky of swallows, kites and bee-eaters, in a LIPU 

reserve:  for us, great happiness. 

Love

There was just one thing that Numa was lacking: 

love and a companion. In 2016, thanks again to a trail 

camera, we discovered that that this need too had 

been satisfied. Numa was photographed together 

with one we will call Aurelia, his companion (Castel 

di Guido flanks the well-known Via Aurelia on the 

north-west periphery of the city of Rome). The 

presence of a pair of wolves constituted a really 

important event for the capital: this was the first 

family of wolves that could potentially be studied 

– returned to live in the woods of Rome after more 

than a century. This time we were not afraid. We 

spread the news across the scientific world, speaking 

at conferences and meetings, writing articles, 

promoting the event in the media and among  the 

population. And we started a slow, patient task with 

regard to how the territory worked in economic 

terms. This was of utmost importance; the presence 

of the wolves should not be seen as a threat – an 

important theme, to which we will return.
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Across Europe

And on a bright morning last summer, the happy 

event took place. Aurelia gave birth. Rome discovered 

that it had its own little pack of wolves. In any case 

two – the cubs in our photo. Within a few hours the 

news had spread around Italy where it was talked 

about in newspapers, during news broadcasts, and 

on the radio and television. And in no time that 

news spread beyond our borders, crossing Europe 

– Greece, England, France, Switzerland, the Czech 

Republic, Hungary, Romania, Finland. Everyone 

knew about the return to Rome of the very animal 

that is the symbol both of the Eternal City, and of 

the myth surrounding the origins of its foundation. 

There was noisy opposition, from those who said that 

these animals, made extinct by man, should not be 

allowed to return – but this ignored the wolf ’s useful 

ecological role. To understand that role, think only 

of the problem of growing wild boar populations 

(for the most part introduced by hunters themselves) 

– for wolves, wild boar are first on the menu.

The Wolf’s Tomorrow

This is the most difficult part: the gamble as to the 
future of the wolf. Will man succeed in understand-
ing how important tolerance and co-existence are? 
Will we prove able not to commit the errors of the 
past? Thus, LIPU is at work. Not only to be vigilant 
and to study, but also to ensure – by meeting with 
farmers, encouraging the authorities, and spreading 
information among the population – that this mag-
nificent animal is seen as a friend: a majestic, su-
premely precious companion on our journey. 

* * *

LIPU IN 2017

A beautiful and difficult year, joyful but not without 

sad moments, like the loss of Danilo Mainardi and 

also of Davide Barcellone, manager of the Arcola 

reserve.

A year full of commitments and actions, which 

from north to south have united the hundreds of 

volunteers and dozens of LIPU workers and brought 

concrete contributions to the conservation of nature.

Protecting nature is an increasingly complex task. 

The obstacles are growing and are sometimes almost 

insurmountable: cuts to resources for environmental 

activities, serious difficulties for oases and recovery 

centres, less and less support from the authorities, 

and the low level of interest displayed by official 

policy makers, who in many cases continue to think 

of the environment as a constraint to be removed, 

still failing to grasp its potential for improving the 

quality of life of all.

It is as though the road we took over 50 years ago 

is only at its beginning. But this is our mission, 

our task: LIPU still exists because there is so much 

remaining to be done. ‘I love LIPU,’ wrote a member 

of our association, ‘because it battles for the right 

causes, even though the job is difficult.’

We will continue to fight, always for the right 

reasons, and especially if the loyalty of our members 

remains as strong and constant as it has been during 

the year currently drawing to a close.

Let’s look back on that year, month by month ...
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January

BROTHERHOOD OF TREES

We submit to the Italian authorities the new LIPU 

document regarding the proper management of 

urban green spaces. ‘A tree is a living being, breathing, 

perceiving, reasoning, having memory’. Our request: 

to treat these silent but precious beings better, and 

to encourage – in our cities – the presence of bird 

gardens, nature trails, and urban oases.

February

WE CHANGE AGRICULTURE

We launch the European campaign ‘Living Land 

– We must change agriculture’, which in a few weeks 

gathers 260,000 signatures, of which 33,000 were 

collected by LIPU. A great success for an ambitious 

aim: to free agriculture of bad practices, and to 

transform it for the better, for the sake of food, the 

economy, birds, and biodiversity.

March

101 SPRING RESOLUTIONS

With the vote of the city council of Angera (Varese), 

101 cities have now adopted LIPU’s ‘Respectful 

Salutation’ in favour of swallows, martins and swifts. 

The resolution stipulates, among other things, that 

the restoration of roofs and cornices does not take 

place in the spring, the birds’ breeding period, and 

complies with certain criteria, respecting these birds’ 

simple needs.

April

WONDERFUL SKIES

‘Wingsland’ is born, the LIPU programme to protect 

the wonder of migratory birds and ensure for them 

a safe journey through our skies. This encompasses 

the protection and restoration of wetlands, anti-

poaching surveillance, study programmes, censuses 

and much more. Meanwhile, LIPU volunteers watch 

over the most critical migration points, including the 

legendary Straits of Messina.  

May

WE SAVE THE BIRDS OF EUROPE

At our Parma Assembly we host the European 

premiere of Birds in Europe 3, the new work from 

BirdLife International on the status of the birds 

of Europe. Much good news, but also cause for 

concern, including the five globally threatened 

species still hunted in Italy: Turtle Dove, Rock 

Partridge, Lapwing, Pochard and Redwing.

June

NESTS and LIFE

We mobilize volunteers throughout Italy to monitor 

and protect birds during their delicate reproductive 

season. A camp for the Montagu’s Harrier in Viterbo, 

the organisation of ‘Stork days’ throughout Italy, and 

protecting the Gannet in Portofino, the Red-footed 

Falcon in Parma, Lesser Kestrels in Puglia, and the 

nests of Bonelli’s Eagles and Lanner Falcons in Sicily, 

threatened by thieves. A large and very satisfying 

mobilisation of the LIPU volunteer force.

July

THE KENTISH PLOVER

For the first time, seven pairs nest at the mouth of 

the Carapelle river, in the 20 hectares protected by 

LIPU Foggia. This, in part, because LIPU wrote to 

53 mayors asking that there should be a place for 

these birds on Italian beaches. Meanwhile, the LIPU 

delegations of Venice, Livorno, Civitavecchia, Ostia, 

Foggia, and Priolo continue their activities for this 

enchanting species.
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August

WE PURCHASE NATURE

Thanks to a donation by Gabriella, one more hectare 

of land is added to the Oasis of Crava Morozzo, the 

first nature reserve in LIPU’s history. Where was 

once only a cultivated field, a precious wetland area 

will soon be born, benefitting herons and Black-

winged Stilts. This and many other surprises excite 

us this summer in LIPU oases, including the first 

litter of wolves in Castel di Guido.

September

THE CALL OF THE SKYLARK

We send a petition with 50,000 signatures to the 

Chairman of the Council of Ministers, Paolo 

Gentiloni, requesting that the government adopt – as 

soon as possible – a measure banning the hunting 

of this species. Meanwhile, many regions reduce 

hunters’ Skylark quota: a first step, but not enough. 

The chorus of the Skylark must be fully protected.

October

TREATING THE INJURED

After the long ‘warm’ season, with thousands of 

small birds and animals cared for, LIPU’s recovery 

centres face the autumn arrivals – poisoned animals, 

many fractured wings, raptors shot by hunters 

and poachers, and most needing delicate surgical 

treatment. By the end of the year, nearly 25,000 

animals will have been treated by LIPU centres in 

2017.

November

YOUNG LIPU

A new and wonderful European project for LIPU’s 

younger members. Its aim: to bring together 310 

young volunteers, aged between 18 and 30, who will 

dedicate themselves to projects to conserve eight bird 

species. Meanwhile, the boys and girls of LIPU’s 

Natural Leaders meet at the LIPU Camp in Pavia to 

discuss the relationship between man and animals, 

and how to build a future of happy coexistence.

December

THE FEELING OF FREEDOM

Sulcis, Sardinia. LIPU’s anti-poaching camp begins 

once more along the hillside trails of death set up 

by poachers. The goal of the LIPU volunteers, who 

come from all over Italy and are supported by LIPU-

UK (in the United Kingdom), is to remove the traps 

and nooses positioned to capture Robins, thrushes 

and other small migrants. In short, to transform these 

places of death into pathways to freedom and life.

* * *

SCIENCE

by Marco Gustin, Head of Species and Research

Climate Mosaics

Changes in the climate are threatening many bird 

species. These are the initial results of a project 

carried out by LIPU for the MAVA Foundation.

Changes in the climate and changes in land use 

represent serious threats to the alpine environment. 

In both the Alps and the Apennines, many species 

of bird live on grassland, an upland habitat found 

above the treeline. The Apennines of central Italy are 

being studied by LIPU as part of the international 

project “Mediterranean Mosaics – Strengthening the 

Resilience of Mediterranean Landscapes to Socio-
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economic and Climate Change” – research carried 

out on behalf of the MAVA Foundation.  

The project focuses on a series of model or 

‘indicator’ species of the Apennine grassland, 

including the Skylark and the Water Pipit, the Tawny 

Pipit and the Wheatear, and the Linnet and the 

Red-backed Shrike. Results show that the Water 

Pipit and White-winged Snowfinch are particularly 

vulnerable to changes in the climate, whereas the 

other focus species are affected more by changes in 

habitats (particularly the increased land-coverage of 

small shrubs and trees). However, climate changes 

and changes in land use have combined effects that 

are difficult to separate; while human interference 

further complicates the situation. Predictions show 

that as the temperature rises, these species could 

decline.

Information was collected from four hundred 

observation posts across the major protected areas 

of the Central Apennines. This covers four regions 

(Abruzzo, Lazio, Marche, and Umbria) with their 

national parks (Monti Sibillini; Gran Sasso; Majella; 

and Abruzzo, Lazio and Molise), and one regional 

park (Sirente-Velino). The traditional use of land, 

with its resultant large expanses of natural grassland, 

provides an ideal habitat for assessing the impact of 

climate change and land use on the presence of birds 

that live there. Furthermore, these natural grasslands 

lie at a number of different elevations, thus providing 

invaluable additional information for the researchers.

LIPU IN ACTION

Edited by Andrea Mazza, Publications Manager – Ali and 

website

New Oasis at the mouth of the River Carapelle

It’s well known that enthusiasm brings results. 

Thanks to the great efforts of LIPU volunteers 

in  Foggia, a new oasis has been created between 

Manfredonia and Zapponeta, near the mouth of 

the Carapelle river. It is an integral part of the 

largest complex of coastal wet zones in the Gulf of 

Manfredonia.

The district is denoted an Important Bird Area 

with the name Gargano Promontory Wet Zone of 

Capitanata, the Special Protection Zone Lagoons 

of the Gulf of Manfredonia, and the Wet Zone of 

Capitanata. LIPU has been monitoring and caring 

for these areas since the end of the 1990s, and one of 

these areas is, precisely, the mouth of the Carapelle: 

20 hectares of land at Zapponeta (Fig.).

Twenty years ago, this area was intensively cultivated 

and home to agricultural glasshouses, with hunting 

hides situated in the remaining ponds. But when 

these rights expired and the people left, nature slowly 

took over this land, with its saltwater ponds behind 

the dunes and Salicornia grassland. Here there are 

ducks and Black-winged Stilts, Kentish Plovers 

and Little Terns, Slender-billed Gulls, Cormorants, 

Turnstones, Oystercatchers, Spoonbills, Glossy 

Ibises, herons, and other species typical of these 

environments. Otters have reappeared on the banks 

of the Carapelle.
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LIPU acquired the concession for the zone from the 

State, with the aims of protecting it from improper 

use, promoting action to improve the environment, 

and ensuring the tranquillity that is necessary for 

threatened species such as the Kentish Plover to 

nest. LIPU also wants to teach schoolchildren and 

enthusiasts how to respect these precious habitats.  

Make way for young people! 

LIPU has just launched a new two-year volunteer 

project aimed at the 17  age group. The project, 

called Life Choona! (Choose Nature), is financed 

by the European Union Life Programme and 

supported by the Cariplo Foundation. LIPU 

hopes that 310 volunteers, part of the European 

Solidarity Corps (ESC), will be involved. The 

volunteers will be divided into 22 groups that will 

operate in various regions of Italy, taking part in 

activities such as patrolling and counting nests, 

monitoring populations, raising awareness in the 

local community and explaining environmental 

problems. The first groups of volunteers will begin 

their activities in the field this winter, with camps in 

Sardinia to combat the poaching of Robins, thrushes 

and Blackbirds.

82,000 signatures against the loss of soil

Free, healthy soil is an essential resource for 

agricultural production, but it is also the most 

effective defence system against flooding and other 

catastrophic events. In order to protect this precious 

natural treasure, the Italian coalition #salvailsuolo, 

(Save the Soil) – consisting of ACLI (the Italian 

Working People’s Christian Association), Coldiretti 

(an Italian agricultural association), FAI (an Italian 

environmental foundation), INU (the National 

Urban Institute), Legambiente (the League for the 

Environment), LIPU, Slow Food, and WWF – has 

mobilised over the last few months. The coalition 

collected 82,000 signatures from Italian citizens, 

and on 10 October last presented them symbolically 

to Pietro Grasso, the President of the Senate. The 

citizens and the associations concerned are requesting 

that Parliament legislate to prevent the loss of soil 

and to protect agricultural areas. This move was 

approved by the Chamber in May 2016 and has been 

held up for a considerable time in the Senate. 

Sport helps Nature

Around 30 athletes from the Treviso rugby club 

Ruggers Tarvisium were the star players on a 

volunteering day. They arrived one Saturday on 

Ca’ Roman Island, put up their tents in the ‘marine 

village’, and after a short training course began to 

clear the beach of rubbish. The players were divided 

into four groups, which competed to collect the 

largest number of waste objects on the beach: buoys, 

plastic tubes, polystyrene, pots, beach umbrellas 

and deckchairs. A wonderful gesture from the 

sporting world, and a positive signal with regard to 

safeguarding this precious corner of the Venetian 

Lagoon.

A holiday in Romania

Buntings, Bramblings, Siskins, Meadow Pipits, 

Goldfinches and Bluethroats. A total of 1,200 

birds belonging to species protected by European 

and Italian legislation were confiscated at Orio 

Airport by the Forest Carabinieri of CUTFAA (the 

Italian police force charged with the protection 
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of forests, the environment and agro-alimentary 

matters). The cache was the booty from a hunting 

expedition to Romania made by 10 Italian hunters, 

who were arrested. ‘We will take legal action against 

these hunters,’ declared LIPU President Fulvio 

Mamone Capria,  ‘because they deserve exemplary 

punishment. Travelling abroad to hunt – a little 

talked about practice, but one that causes serious 

problems for migratory birds – is a scandal, since 

these birds belong to the entire community.’

* * *

NEWS FROM LIPU-UK

In another attempt to reduce costs and devote more 

to the birds, we have decided not to produce printed 

copies of the trustees’ annual report and accounts 

unless requested. They can be seen on the Charity 

Commission website and on our own, in the Blog. If 

this isn’t convenient just drop me a line, or call, and 

I’ll print and post a copy with pleasure.

* * *

I am grateful, as always for the work of my 

translation and production team who, for this issue, 

were:

Barbara Avery, Joanna Bazen, Dave Brooks, Gill 

Hood, Betty Merrick, Caterina Paone, Peter Rafferty 

and John Walder.

LIPU-UK DELEGATE

David Lingard

Fernwood

Doddington Road

Whisby

Lincs

LN6 9BX

Tel: 01522 689030    

www.LIPU-uk.org

mail@LIPU-uk.org

A young Kestrel just a day or two after leaving the nest

A Corn Bunting photographed in spring in Catalonia

Rugby training - a player from Treviso drags plastic buoys from 

the lagoon at the Ca’ Roman reserve, see p 29. 

White-winged Snowfinch – a 

possible population decline if 

climate change continues, 

see p 25.

Photo © David Lingard
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Great Spotted Woodpecker

A striking winter image by 

Michele Mendi


